Rainbow+
Management software
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Rainbow+
Management software

General
Rainbow+ (management software), gives you the possibility to display the data which it receives
from your climate computer. This data is translated into graphs or tables, at a single glance the
user gets an overall view of all the production houses. Some examples of graphs and tables are;
minimum and maximum values, log data, feed consumption, water consumption, egg counting,
animal weighing and more. By using Rainbow+, a back-up can be made of the climate computer
control settings, at any given time.
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To install the Rainbow+ program, you need at least:
• PC Pentium 233MHz
• 128 MB internal memory
• VGA monitor and video card, resolution 800 x 600
• Windows 2000 or higher

MAIN GROUP

The houses are displayed as main groups. These
groups contain the current values such as;
temperature, ventilation, flap position and more.
These values are updated continuously. When an
alarm occurs, the outline in the main group colors
red. All the alarm calls are registered and stored in
the alarm history.
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Rainbow+

Rainbow+ screenshots
Curve diagram
Multiple curve diagrams can be set in
Rainbow+, for example weight or temperature. By using the mouse, curve points can
be dragged to the desired position. Curve
points can be added to, or removed from,
your curve diagram. If needed, the whole
curve line can be adjusted temporarily with
a single mouse click.

Timer diagrams
Furthermore Rainbow+ is suited with the
function set / modify timers. The on / off
times are translated into a diagram, which
gives you an immediate overview. These
timers can be used to control light, feed or
water.

Management
All kinds of management data can be
recorded by using Rainbow+, for example,
feed- or water consumption, animal weight
and much more. Extensive functions in
Rainbow+ make it possible to look at these
overviews in multiple perspectives. The
overviews can be simplified to show you
only the things which are important to you
and your company.

Data logging
Also data logging is possible using
Rainbow+. Each minute the data is stored,
hereby a continuous connection to your
climate computer is essential. Data logging
can be used for; temperature, ventilation,
humidity, negative pressure etc.
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Rainbow+ possibilities
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